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Abstract

This study focuses on the connection between management and accounting, with accrual information as a link. Accounting information, structured on an accrual basis, manages to provide a true image of the patrimony, substantiated and transparent decisions, as a reference basis for efficient management. From the point of view of the vast changes in the public accounting system (EPSAS), communication between accounting and tax reporting creates a unison in the presentation of financial/non-financial information, a key element in public management.

The empirical research conducted by combining the cluster analysis with the MDS technique enables us to map all EU Member States and emphasize potential connections between EU accounting systems from an accrual approach perspective, as a pillar for a performing management.

The research results reveal a widespread and strong interest in sound reporting that is able to improve transparency throughout a performing management system. These results support the EPSAS project aimed to adjust inaccuracies between accounting (IPSAS) and tax reporting (ESA 2010), and ultimately to enhance good governance and create a positive environment by facilitating transparency and comparability.
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Introduction

The European Union dynamic developments reveal the need for a reformed and harmonized financial and fiscal policy, able to ensure performance management. It became more obvious especially after the bohemian period of development, disturbed by financial crises and the public system’s inability to cope with them. Consequently, nowadays, the public system seems to reinvent itself, drawing attention like a “princess” metamorphosis. The importance, position and function of the public sector has been changing, becoming more complex and immersive at international level. The impetus to change is given mainly by the citizens’ needs (van Ryzin et al., 2004) whose diversity and high-class requirement are obvious, as long as it funds itself through the stakeholders’ contribution. The international regulatory bodies (IFAC, European Commission), whose influences are felt at the international/European level by shaping the development of the framework, are deeply involved in this process as well.
Our study focuses on the importance of an accrual framework for public decisions. Accrual accounting as defined and introduced by the NPM reforms, provides more and accurate information about government solvency, their patrimonial goods and costs of public services (Pina and Torres, 2009). Linked with management process implications, accrual accounting is better suited to planning, financial management and decision-making (FEE, 2007). Decisions will be based on financial and non-financial information, presented in a coherent and unitary style, which is especially relevant when managers have increased autonomy to act on this improved information.

The main reason for approaching this topic is based on international reform toward accrual accounting, in local as well as in central governments, justified by the need for enhanced cost awareness and thus efficiency, the necessity to improve external accountability and oversight control, and the development of a performing management which asks for qualitative accounting information (Christiaens et al., 2010).

The key objective of this study is to reveal that an accrual approach must be an important pillar in creating a performing management in the public sector, based on transparency, efficiency and performance goals. The connection between accounting and management is based on information form and content. Grounded in strong theoretical and empirical evidence, our study is calls for a public sector evolution.

Based on a complex theoretical documentation, which combines scientific literature with official and professional documents, the empirical viewpoint contains a research methodology that successfully combines the cluster analysis with the Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) technique, also using various statistical methods to test the significance and robustness of results that come to bring added value to the public sector literature.

The originality of the study is proved both theoretically and empirically. Creating a connection between management and accounting in terms of accrual, the basis of accounting and tax reporting, respectively – a requirement for the new EPSAS accounting references – is an original approach meant to enrich the scientific literature. The theoretical justification and practical certification of the current circumstances at the EU level is an important reference point for the theoreticians or practitioners involved in the public sphere.

The methodological framework used for assessing the financial and fiscal accounting systems from an accrual perspective is based on a complex theoretical documentation that combines scientific literature with official and professional documents. It successfully combines the cluster analysis with the Multidimensional Scaling technique, and uses also various statistical tests to ensure the significance and robustness of results, thus adding value to the public sector literature.

The main findings of our research reveal that developing the financial/fiscal reporting systems in an accrual-based world as a basis for governmental accounting is an important milestone in a performing public sector management system.

The study addresses a wide range of users: theoreticians and academics interested in the knowledge status and research developments in public accounting standards and their impacts; practitioners with knowledge about a possible future evolution of their profession, from an assumed and known level, the national one, towards the international one; professional bodies/legislators who have a concrete and precise basis for future analysis focused on the acceptance and inclusion of the public accrual accounting references in national accounting rules.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. First, we provide the theoretical background for the performance approach in the public sector (section 2.1), focusing on its roots in the New Public Management and Governance paradigms and emphasizing the need for standardized reporting based on accrual principles able to improve accountability and enhance transparency through performance systems. Next, we developed a connection between the SMART objectives of a performing management and accounting on an accrual-based approach (section 2.2). Then, we develop our research questions (section 2.3) aimed to assess the EU government accounting systems from an accrual perspective as a pillar of performance. Afterward, we describe the research design and results reached (section 3) by applying the cluster analysis and the Multidimensional Scaling technique.
for mapping the EU countries in accordance with their fiscal and financial accounting systems. Finally, we provide our conclusions revealing the development of high-performing public entities with added value to society, given that the framework for this process, namely the interdependency between management and accounting is based on accrual information. These approaches are accepted at the EU level by most public sector entities, public policies, public standard setters and so on. The adoption of the accrual concept is recognized as a catalyst for other management reforms in the public sector (Blondal, 2004).

1. Theoretical background

1.1. New concepts regarding the performance framework in the public sector approach

During the last decades, the public sector has been marked by the “big paradigm shift” (Klijn, 2012) between New Public Management (hereafter NPM) and New Public Governance (hereafter NPG), both focused on providing more comparable and relevant information for the decision-making process within the public sector. In this context, concepts like performance, transparency, accountability and efficiency became common in the language of public institutions (Nistor et al., 2016). Moreover, improving accountability and enhancing transparency through performance systems was perceived as fundamental to both public management reforms (Almquist et al., 2013). This view rests on their roots, NPM being connected to individual organizations using comprehensive concepts of accrual accounting and financial reporting, while NPG has a multi-organizational focus with a particular interest in “Whole-of-Government Accounting” (WGA), accountability and value for money (Caperchione et al., 2017).

Scientific literature reveals that performance measurement and reporting, as tools adopted to support both NPM and NPG (Arnaboldi et al., 2015; Pollitt, 2013), have been deeply researched over time and comprehensively reviewed (Cuganesan et al., 2014; van Helden et al., 2008) in order to highlight their relevance and importance. According to these pieces of evidence, performance measurement and reporting were born as a necessary response to public pressure for accountability, public entities being continuously encouraged to disclose information and to be responsible for their actions. This performance-based accountability tradition evolved, along with the goals of the NPG movement, towards performance transparency, as well (Bolivar and Galera, 2016; Bolivar et al., 2013).

However, there still is no consensus on the real usefulness of performance information (Manes-Rossi and Aversano, 2015). In addition to that, shreds of evidence emphasize considerable differences between performance measurement and reporting systems worldwide caused by institutional, cultural and historical issues particular to each country (Benito et al., 2007). Moreover, both literature and practical evidence underlined the insufficiency of strictly financial information for accountability purposes and the increasing necessity of non-financial information, especially performance-related information.

Consequently, a performance measurement system has been acclaimed (Brusca and Montesinos, 2016) as a tool for producing information to quantify the efficiency and effectiveness of actions, proving useful both in providing information for decision-making purposes (internal use) and in disseminating information on local government performance for accountability purposes (external use). After intensive debates among jurisdictions and regulatory bodies, they came up with the idea of including performance reporting into the annual reports of governmental entities. In this regard, the IPSASB (2015) recently issued Recommended Practice Guideline 3: Reporting Service Performance Information, which states that service performance information that helps users assess how efficiently and effectively public sector entities are using resources in order to provide services and achieve their objectives, is an important part of general-purpose financial reports.

Anyway, in the new area of open government initiatives, new challenges to government will arise in important core values such as accountability, efficiency and transparency (Ingrams, 2018).
In this context, researchers and regulatory bodies alike have been actively involved over time throughout supportive implications into governments’ actions meant to enhance performance in the public sector at both micro and macro level through their financial accounting and fiscal systems. Thus, all reforms undergone overtime were grounded on high-quality and relevant information as a prerequisite for enhancing transparency and accountability of the EU countries’ financial and fiscal policy. However, the pluralistic mosaic of public sector public accounting in Europe (Manes-Rossi et al., 2016) and the long, twisted path towards harmonization (Brusca et al., 2015; Christiaens et al., 2015) creates barriers in getting accurate, reliable and comparable accounting and fiscal information. Nonetheless, accrual accounting has been recognized since long ago as the accounting method which introduced the value-for-money notion in the public sector, supported by techniques of costing, budgeting and performance management (Jackson and Lapsley, 2003). It lays the foundation for better governmental performance management, since it is the basis for better accountability, fostering a greater level of credibility throughout high-quality information content for financing decisions (Ferry et al., 2018).

Embracing this viewpoint, various international organizations (such as the International Public Sector Accounting Standards Board (IPSASB), the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the European Commission and the European Council) came to support this opinion (Heald and Hodges, 2015) claiming that transparent and reliable disclosure of both financial and fiscal positions becomes necessary due to the strongly-connected economic and political approaches of the EU countries. Thus, the European Commission recognizes that a standardized reporting based on accrual principles is able to provide the most complete and only reliable image of a government’s performance, thus increasing accountability, openness and transparency (European Commission, 2013). Therefore, the accrual concept became a benchmark for both financial and fiscal public policy (Nistor and Ştefănescu, 2018), able to support a sound performance management system.

1.2. SMART objectives and goals through accrual information

Modernizing public sector accounting rests on several pillars, the financial and fiscal reporting being two of the most important ones, with implications for the efficient use of public resources (Guarini and Pattaro, 2016). At European Union level, the access to accurate and reliable information useful for the decision-making process in public finances management (Chan et al., 2006) is a testament of public accountability, enhancing performance (Caba Perez and Lopez-Hernandez, 2009).

An efficient management without specific, clear, reasonable goals and objectives is incomplete. You must know the real goals as a distinct purpose that is to be anticipated for your public entities’ development, and on the other hand, the objectives which determine the steps that will lead to the full completion of the project goals.

Taking into account this approach, in our opinion and according to Poister (2008), the most traditional approach to performance management is management-by-objectives. It is based on the setting of objectives developed according to the specific – measurable – achievable – relevant – time-bound (SMART) concept, participative decision-making and objective feedback (Rodgers and Hunter, 1992; Poister, 2003). In the public sector, perhaps more than in other areas, you need to take action towards your goals with strong, correct and well-founded steps, based on legislative, economic, political and financially correct information. Public entities operate in a political environment dealing not only with efficiency and effectiveness issues, but also with justice, equity, and accountability (Carroll, 2004). A sound performing management system needs to be governed by an ongoing monitoring and reporting of progress towards pre-established goals. The later will not magically occur even if you come up with a fantastic SMART goal. If you do not act on them with measurable, agreed, realistic information, the whole process will be a fiasco.
In this complex process, the accrual concept comes to offer an improved quality to financial and public policy, by creating an efficient and transparent reporting, with implications for public performance (Tickell, 2010). We consider that to be an accurate definition of a public entity’s performance and management is in terms of economy, efficiency and effectiveness. The aim of these concepts in the public sector was to make the objectives, performance, and (used) resources clear; to integrate financial and nonfinancial information; to integrate the policy and budget cycles; and to improve quality, accessibility, and information content of the management information (de Waal and Kerklaan, 2004). The international literature supports the benefits of applying accrual accounting by considering a transparent, clear and relevant vision of performance in public institutions (Newberry, 2014; Brusca and Montesinos, 2016) increasing public accountability (Likierman, 2003; Magalhães et al., 2013), improving information disclosure (Yamamoto, 2004) and the ability to faithfully represent financial information (Hodges and Mellett, 2003; Pallot, 2001). Anyway, counter views state that the impact of accrual numbers on the fiscal stance of a country does not seem very relevant (Giosi et al., 2015), due to the absence of consistency with the budgetary practices (Jones et al., 2014). The existing budgeting system, which mainly focused on resource application, needed to be replaced with a budgeting system with an explicit link to the objectives to be achieved, the required resources to accomplish them, and the expected and realized results (de Waal and Kerklaan, 2004).

In this context, our study comes with a new approach, proving the utility of the accrual concept (see Table 1) through two aspects: designing and substantiating objectives and goals (SMART) as well as reporting and evaluating their achievement. Moreover, the accrual concept becomes the link between national reforms (Abushamsieh et al., 2013) and the international bodies’ vision, who unanimously accept the complexity of theory at least regarding sound technical expertise and the great amount of judgment required (Mhaka, 2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SMART concept</th>
<th>SMART meaning*</th>
<th>Accrual connection**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specific</td>
<td>Target a specific area for improvement.</td>
<td>When a business wants to examine its actual performance during a specific activity/period of time the accrual method of accounting is a useful tool. It is based on the matching principle, where revenues are recorded for the period when goods and services are delivered, and expenses are recorded when goods and services are purchased (thereby matching revenues earned against expenses incurred during the same accounting period).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurable</td>
<td>Quantify or at least suggest an indicator of progress.</td>
<td>The use of accrual accounts has greatly increased the amount of information on accounting statements. Accrual accounting measures the performance and position of a public entity by recognizing economic events regardless of when cash transactions occur. The accrual principle is an accounting concept that requires accounting transactions to be recorded in the time period in which they occur, regardless of the time period when the actual cash flows for the transaction are received.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achievable</td>
<td>The objective must be attainable, given the amount of time and resources available.</td>
<td>Financial and non-financial information is capable of making a difference in achieving the objectives of financial reporting.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SMART concept | SMART meaning* | Accrual connection**
---|---|---
Realistic | State what results can realistically be achieved, given available resources. | Faithful representation – is attained when the depiction of the phenomenon is complete, neutral, and free from material error. |
Timely | Specify when the result(s) can be achieved. | Timeliness – having information available for users before it loses its capacity to be useful for accountability and decision-making purposes. |

* Based on scientific literature review (Rodgers and Hunter, 1992; van Helden et al., 2008; Magalhães et al., 2013; Nistor et al., 2016).
** Based on IPSAS references online at https://www.ipsasb.org (accrual IPSASs issued as at December 31, 2018).

Provided that the objectives are SMART – specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and timely, and that their achievement is monitored by performance concepts, this is likely to provide a clear and suitable reference basis for assessing effectiveness (Daujotaitė and Mačerinskienė, 2008), transparency and performance management in the public sector.

“Financial management, whether at the macro level (general government) or the micro level (the government entity), should be based on the principle of accruals accounting”, thus “superiority of accruals principle whether for macro or micro fiscal monitoring is indisputable” (European Commission, 2013). Also, regarding financial reporting standardization, the European Commission mentions that “accruals accounting is the only generally accepted information system that provides a complete and reliable picture of the financial and economic position and performance of a government” (European Commission, 2013).

1.3. Research question development

The motivation of this study is supported by the above-mentioned scientific opinions and regulatory arguments which reveal that financial and fiscal policies are based on the two forms of governmental accounting jointly-connected by the accrual concept.

In this broad context of developments in the financial and budgeting/statistical accounting, the primary objective of this study is to prove that the accrual basis is the key-issue of improving financial and fiscal reporting in the EU. Thus, the accrual level is appraised as a reference basis from a double perspective: accounting and fiscal, also approached as a pillar of performance in the public sector.

Consequently, the following research question of this study has arisen: (RQ) What is the view of EU accounting systems from the accrual approach perspective as a pillar of performance?

In conclusion, New Public paradigms and accrual basis accounting are the best way to improve public sector management, to increase the transparency and raise the efficiency, since managers’ decisions are mainly based on accounting and fiscal reporting.

2. Research design and results

2.1. Methodology framework

Aiming to fulfilling our research objective, we performed an exploratory data analysis (EDA) among EU Member States (we have included the UK in the study for two reasons: on the one hand, it is extremely relevant for the accrual system, the basic reference element for our study and, on the other hand, the studies and official reports on the EU are still based on the UK’s reporting, Brexit having occurred relatively soon) to review and visually represent the leading features of both fiscal and accounting systems in the public sector, thus pinpointing and matching the general outlines developed.
Therefore, for emphasizing how the EU accounting system views the accrual approach as a pillar of performance (RQ) we proceeded to assess both fiscal and financial accounting systems taking into account the extent to which the accrual basis was adopted.

To achieve this goal, we assigned values ranging from “1” to “4” to the accounting system of each country (Acc_Sys), and from “1” to “3” for its fiscal accounting and reporting basis (Fisc_Sys) (see Table 2).

Table 2. Variables considered for the empirical analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Values assigned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acc_Sys*</td>
<td>cash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>modified accrual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>accrual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisc_Sys**</td>
<td>cash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>accrual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The accounting system (European Commission, 2015; PwC, 2014; Bellanca et al., 2015).
** The reporting basis of the fiscal data published by the EU Member States on the European Commission’s initiative of assessing the compliance with the Council Directive 2011/85/EU, Article 3(2) related to fiscal data (European Commission, 2015).

For accomplishing our research objective, we performed a hierarchical cluster analysis, followed by the Multidimensional Scaling technique (MDS) aiming to underline potential connections between the fiscal and financial systems able to support the need for accrual harmonization as a pillar for performance in public sector.

Subsequently, in order to ascertain the results reached after performing the cluster analysis on the EU countries’ sample, we performed various checks, namely the homogeneity test (Levene) that confirmed the five cluster solutions reached, respectively the robustness tests (Brown-Forsythe and Welch) that increased the results’ reliability.

Furthermore, in order to complete the results of the cluster analysis, we applied the Multidimensional Scaling technique to reveal our countries’ sample into two dimensions: fiscal vs. financial accounting system. To increase the reliability of the mapping solution, we applied the Stress test (Kruskal’s type I) whose values confirm an excellent match for the MDS results reached, thus answering our research question.

In conclusion, our study adds value to the scientific research on the public sector even though it follows similar methodology (Nistor and Ştefănescu, 2016; Nistor and Ştefănescu, 2018; Pina et al., 2009) to prior studies through due to a more extensive sample comprising all 28 EU Member States and a wider research topic focusing on both the financial and fiscal accounting systems. Moreover, it increases the trustworthiness of our findings through more reliable results certified by various statistical tests.

In conclusion, our comprehensive research comes to support a harmonized reporting useful for budget surveillance, fiscal monitoring or sound decision-making. Moreover, it encourages comparability, reliability and transparency in the public sector, thus enhancing accountability and performance by having the accrual basis as a cornerstone.

2.2. Data and results

Aiming to provide a comprehensive portrait of the European fiscal and financial accounting environment, we focused on emphasizing the role of the accrual approach as a pillar of performance in the EU public accounting systems (RQ).

Thus, we launched our empirical research by using the hierarchical cluster analysis in order to organize our sample into homogenous groups, as different as possible, called clusters, by including into the same cluster only the most similar EU countries sharing common characteristics.
According to the dendrogram reached, the vertical axis helped us find the most suitable rate of clustering by considering the distance between individual clusters showed by the horizontal axis. Thus, the dendrogram reveals five significant clusters in the case classification process (encoded group “A” to “E”). These clusters encompass all 28 EU countries’ samples according to the status of their fiscal and financial accounting systems judged from an accrual perspective (see Figure 1).

In the following step of the analysis, the optimal five-cluster solution reached was subject to various significance tests carried out to increase the reliability of our results (see Table 3).

Table 3. Significance test results for cluster analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test of Homogeneity of Variances</th>
<th>Robust Tests of Equality of Means</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>df1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levene*</td>
<td>41.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levene**</td>
<td>29.731</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Six clusters solution
** Five clusters solution

Thus, the homogeneity test applied justifies the number of clusters (the Levene’s test significance), while the robustness tests (the Brown-Forsythe and Welch versions of the F-ratio) increase the trustworthiness of the solution, due to their high significance.

To complete the results of our analysis, we mapped the sample of countries into a chart (see Figure 2) by applying the Multidimensional Scaling technique. Thus, we provided a portrait with two dimensions: financial (dimension 1) vs. fiscal (dimension 2) accounting systems, in which the interconnected EU countries were placed.
Groups’ legend:

“A” Austria (AT), Bulgaria (BG), Finland (FI), France (FR), Latvia (LV), Luxembourg (LU), Poland (PL), Romania (RO), Slovakia (SK), Sweden (SE)

“B” Belgium (BE), Croatia (HR), Czech Republic (CZ), Denmark (DK), Lithuania (LT), Malta (MT), Spain (ES)

“C” Cyprus (CY), Germany (DE), Ireland (IE)

“D” Estonia (EE), United Kingdom (UK)

“E” Greece (GR), Hungary (HU), Italy (IT), Netherlands (NL), Portugal (PT), Slovenia (SI)

Dimension 1 – Financial accounting system

Dimension 2 – Fiscal accounting system

Figure 2. Mapping EU Member States into groups according to the status of their fiscal and financial accounting systems taking into account the accrual basis adoption

To increase the reliability of the mapping, we used the Stress test (Kruskal’s type I), whose value (0.0547) certifies a good match of the sample placements on the MDS map.

Therefore, the mapping of the EU Member States into groups reveals the status of both fiscal and financial accounting systems from the accrual approach perspective and provides evidence meant to support its standing as a pillar of performance, thus answering our first research question (RQ).

As follows, we will put emphasis on each group’s essential features, trying to reveal how the adoption of a full accrual framework in the public sector varies across countries according to the latest trends in accounting. Our mapping shows that the accrual basis seems to be adopted differently in national fiscal systems as opposed to the accounting ones. If only a few countries, situated at the top of the map, provide full accrual fiscal reporting (e.g. Estonia and the UK from Group “D” and Cyprus from Group “C”), the situation is quite encouraging from the financial accounting perspective. Thus, in the wave of NPM reform, the vast majority of countries encompassed by Group “A”, “B” and “D” have widely adopted an accrual basis within their accounting systems (including its intermediate form of modified-accruals). These countries actually used it as a tool to gain wider accountability and to demonstrate the a considerate, efficient and effective usage of public resources (Barton, 2011; IFAC, 2014). In this context, there seems to be a wide opening towards the harmonization of the accounting systems of these groups. They certainly understand the demand for homogeneous forms of accounting to support fiscal transparency across the EU Member States (Miller and Power, 2013) and their valuable impacts on public sector performance management (Steger, 2010), thus being in line with the Post-NPM paradigm. The leaders of convergence between the two accounting systems – fiscal and financial – are the UK and Estonia (Group “D”), the early adopters of accrual accounting and budgeting (Hyndman et al., 2014). They have already acknowledged the indisputable benefits of harmonized and good quality data for fiscal transparency (Heald and Hodges, 2015).

A proper positioning on the map can be noticed in the case of Group “B”, which is one step away from convergence since most countries within this group use mixed budgets and at least modified-accrual principles. Some of them (e.g. Spain, Malta and Croatia) have even agreed that reporting on an accrual basis is more useful because cash-accrual adjustments become less significant, with a lower impact on the country’s deficit/surplus (Jesus and Jorge, 2015).
However, there are countries situated on the opposite side of the spectrum (Group “E” and partially Group “C”), still using the cash basis in their fiscal system, while the financial one is either in cash or accrual. Such underpinnings are potentially crucial for the future of public sector accounting internationally (Ellwood and Newberry, 2016) because they might create barriers for accounting systems harmonization. One possible reason is that such countries do not yet acknowledge the importance of integrating the cash and accrual accounting and budgeting systems into one comprehensive financial management information and reporting system, which would be useful for governments (Barton, 2011). They appreciate the importance of the cash budgeting process (e.g. Germany), thus criticizing the use of accrual accounting due to its inconsistency with budgeting practices (Jones et al., 2014). Consequently, they are still unaware of whether accruals are better than cash-based accounting and budgeting (Becker et al., 2013). Moreover, pieces of evidence coming from countries under severe financial strain and deep-rooted bureaucracy (e.g. Greece) reveal that their reform was only meant to comply with demand, rather than to improve public financial management (Cohen and Karatzimas, 2016). In this context, countries included in Group “E” will encounter the greatest difficulties in aligning to the future reforms aimed to launch a unique framework for budgeting and accounting purposes meant to enhance future performance in the public sector.

Despite all this, most European accounting systems (Groups “A” to “D”) are leading through the accrual-basis, which creates prerequisites for harmonization with their fiscal systems, too. This assertion is supported by our empirical results which reveal an appropriate location of the largest part of the sample countries at the junction point between modified accruals leading to full accrual accounting and fiscal systems mostly mixed-based.

In conclusion, this view of the EU accounting systems from the accrual approach perspective as a pillar of performance provides the virtual answer to the aim of our first research question (RQ1). In fact, it promotes the harmonization between fiscal and financial accounting systems, thus creating the premises for reliable, comparable and transparent reporting and performance-oriented systems, supported by the NPG paradigm.

Conclusions

The development trends in the public sector were deeply marked overtime by the New Public Management paradigm, followed especially in the recent years by the good governance concept, the cornerstone for efficient and effective organizational performance. In this context, enhancing governmental performance required not only improvements in public accountability of governments, but also greater transparency in order to increase citizens’ trust through performance management systems that provide more comparable, relevant and useful information for decision-making within the public sector.

Evidence reveals that these requirements have continuously challenged public sector accounting and it still is a subject that requires deep harmonization due to the inconsistencies between the financial and fiscal systems. These are mainly due to the opposite opinions on governmental reporting, namely informing decision-makers and promoting accountability (IPSASB, 2014) and providing information for statistical reporting able to support ESA 2010 and fiscal surveillance (European Commission, 2013). In this heterogeneous and twisted background, there is an undeniable need for promoting comparable and high-quality reporting practices able to increase transparency and accountability, thus supporting performance management systems.

Our paper comes to enrich the research literature through a complex study aimed to provide a comprehensive picture of the EU public sector accounting system focusing on promoting the accrual concept in both financial and fiscal reporting systems, as a base for the future dynamics of EPSAS development.

The novelty of the research is ensured by approaching the relationship between fiscal and financial accounting systems through the accrual concept perspective as a source of information able to support a sound performing management system. Moreover, we added value to the scientific literature, given that we assessed and depicted this connection within all EU Member States.

Thus, we intended to emphasize the view of the EU accounting systems from the accrual approach perspective (RQ), aiming to promote a harmonized accrual-based system for both financial and fiscal accounting with valuable impacts on public sector performance management, based on wider accountability and deeper information accuracy.
Our results support the demand for a unique and comprehensive framework for budgeting and financial reporting purposes since the EU fiscal image has been distorted by unreliable information coming from different accounting systems: the financial one mainly focused on accruals and the fiscal one mostly relying on cash principles. The view of the EU accounting systems provided by our mapping confirms the latest trends in their development marked by the New Public Management reform consisting of a wide and strong interest in sound reporting able to increase the quality and comparability of information ensured through accrual principles. Professional judgment along with scientific evidence in public sector literature came to support, over time, the harmonization project across EU Member States by promoting uniform standards for both financial and fiscal accounting. Thus, these standards either focused on micro-level (IPSAS) or macro-level (ESA 2010) were designed to enhance financial performance comparability across Europe.

In this context, the mapping of the EU reporting systems provided by our empirical analysis justifies the need for harmonization between fiscal and financial facets of public accounting, which can be ensured throughout an accrual approach.

In conclusion, management and accounting are strongly inter-connected through the accrual information, an important pillar in creating a performing management system in the public sector, based on reliable, comparable and transparent reporting.
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